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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, THOMAS CAREY, of Wa
tertown, in the county of Jefferson and State
of New York, have invented a new and useful
Improvement in Sewing-Machines, which im
provement is fully set forth in the following
specification.
This invention relates more particularly to
vertical-feed sewing-machines in which the feed
O is effected by the lateral movement of the needle
bar while the needle is below the cloth-plate,
by the movement of a vertical feed bar, or by
the conjoint action of the needle-bar and a ver
tical feed or helper bar, although portions
ES thereof are applicable to other sewing-ma
chines. It is intended as an improvement upon
and is shown as embodied in the well-known
Davis sewing-machine, in which the feed is
effected by the conjoint action of the needle
and vertical feed or helper bars. It has for
its object to secure in Working greater efficiency,
ease, and freedom from noise, and to simplify
the machine and render it more durable. As

heretofore constructed the needle-bar has been

reciprocated in a vertical direction through the
intermediary of a cam-bar, upon the face of
which the needle-bar was pivoted, and the lat
teral motion required for feeding has been
given to it and to the vertical feed bar through
a bar pivoted to the head of the machine at
the top and forming the guide for the front
edge of the needle-bar.
In the present invention the cam-bar is dis
pensed with and the needle-cam is carried by
35 the needle-bar itself, and the lateral motion for
feeding is obtained through a horizonal feed
bar which slides in guides in the head of the ma
chine, the needle and vertical feed-bars work
ing in guides in the upper part of the head and
o in the cross feed bar. By this improvement a
number of parts are dispensed with and the
friction and wear are much reduced.
Heretofore the vertical feeding devices-that
is, the vertical feed bar and-needle-bar-have
45 been operated positively in one direction only,
the return movement being effected solely by
spring pressure, and the needle-bar during its
descent has also been held in place by such
pressure. In the present invention the opera
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tion of the needle-bar and vertical feed or help

er bar by positive movement in both direc
tions is insured, and the needle-bar is held
firmly in position during its descent.
Heretofore the lengthening and shortening
of the stitch has been effected by adjusting the
upper end of the advancing feed-dog toward
and away from its feed-cam. In the present in
wention the fulcrum of the advancing feed-dog
is adjusted lengthwise of said dog. Means are
provided to take up the wear between the feed
dogs and the cams, although this is not great.
In the present invention, also, the friction of
the vertical feeding devices in their guides is
lessened by the introduction of rollers; the up
per end of the helper-bar is split and provided
with a screw for spreading to make it fit the
guides and to compensate for Wear; the oiling
of the needle-cam is facilitated by the use, in
connection with an oiling-tube, of a projecting
ledge, which extends from the cam under the to
oiling-tube and conveys the oil into the cam
groove, and a more compact and simple check
tension than heretofore is employed. This
check-tension is arranged between the tension
and the spool-pin, and has for its object to pre 75
vent the jerks of the take-up on the thread
from being communicated past the tension to
the spool, so as to unwind a too great length
of thread.
The following description will enable those
skilled in the art to which the invention re

lates to make and use the same, reference be
ing had to the accompanying drawings, which
form a part of this specification and illustrate
what is deemed the best mode of carrying the
invention into effect.

Figure 1 is a face view, in sectional eleva
constructed in accordance with this invention;
Fig. 2, a side view, in sectional elevation,
through the head and outer part of the sta
tionary arm or goose-neck, simplified by the
omission of certain elements; and Fig. 3, a
face view, showing the feed mechanism. Fig.
4 is a detail view, showing the needle-cam and
oiling-tube; and Fig. 5, a detail view, showing
the construction of the improved check-tension,
A is the stationary arm or goose-neck; B, the
tion, of the head of a Davis sewing-machine
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head of the machine; B, the face-plate of the
head; C, the main shaft; D, the needle-bar;
E, the helper or vertical feed-bar; F, the hori
Zontal feed-bar; G, the presser-bar, and H the
tension.
The needle-bar, helper or vertical feed bar,
and horizontal feed-bar are held between the
head B and the face-plate B, the two former
fitting in recesses in the face-plate, and the lat
ter in recesses in the lhead. The needle - bar
and vertical feed bar have substantially the
same thickness, and are placed edge to edge.
Their upper ends are held between the roller
b fastened to the face-plate and the opposite
wall of the recess, which is curved, so as to per
mit the bars to have a lateral or swinging mo.
tion in the direction of their width, as well as
a reciprocating motion in the direction of their
length. The lower ends are held between the
rollers b l’on the horizontal feed-bar and play
in the recess at the bottom of the face-plate.
On the main shaft C are fixed, at the outer
end, two irregular-shaped feed-cams, IK, and
to the outer can is fixed a pin, L, for impart
ing a vertical reciprocation to the needle-bar.
This pin works in the irregular groove of a cam,

L', riveted or otherwise fastened to the needle

bar. The groove in the needle-cam L' is sub

stantially of the shape heretofore employed in
the Davis and other shuttle machines.
The rise and fall of the helper or vertical feed
bar is effected from a pin on the face of the nee
dle-bar in the usual way through a bent lever,
Z, which is pivoted at 2 to the vertical feed bar,
35 is jointed at the extremity of one arm by a slot
and-pin connection to the presser-bar, and is
provided with a slot in the other arm, the pin
y on the needle-bar working in said slot. Lat
eral movement is imparted to the needle-bar
and vertical feed bar from the feed-cams IK
through the feed-dogs PQ, the springs U V,
and the horizontal feed bar.
The feed-dogs PQ are pivoted on studs pro
jecting from the rear side of the horizontal feed
45 bar, and are so disposed that their upper ends
are opposite, respectively, to the cams I K.
The feed-dogs both form levers of the first or
der. The dog P, which advances the horizon
tal feed bar, and with it the vertical feed bar
SO and needle-bar, has for its fulcrum the roller p,
which is carried by the slide R. This slide moves
in ways formed inside of the head B, being
kept therein by the screw r, which extends
through a slot in the head. It is adjustable by
55 means of a rack and pinion, S, so as to raise
and lower the roller p, and consequently to
lengthen or shorten the stroke of the lower
end of the feed-dog, and consequently of the
vertical feed and needle bars. A knob, S', fixed
to the shaft of the pinion outside the head is
used to revolve said pinion and effect the ad
justment.

The return feed dog Q has its fulcruin on the
end of the screw T, which can be advanced so
65 as to take up any wear between the feed-cams
and dogs.

the rattling that might otherwise occur, but
they also aid in returning the horizontal feed
bar. The spring U is coiled on the stud by
which the dog Q is fastened to the horizontal
feed bar, and the free end bears against said
dog so as to hold it in contact with the screw
T. The spring V is fastened to the head of the

machine, and at its lower end bears against
the vertical feed-bar E. Both springs tend to
force the horizontal feed bar to the right, Figs.
1 and 3, and consequently to hold the upper
end of the advancing feed-dog Pin contact with
the cam I. A stop on the bar Flimits its move
ment in this direction by contact with a screw, t,
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which fits in a threaded hole in the head of
the machine.

The upper end of the vertical feed bar is split,
as shown at e, and a screw, e, is combined with 85
it, so as to spread the end, and thus adjust it
to the recess in which it and the needle-bar are
placed.

-

The needle-cam L is provided on one side
with a ledge, or projection, l, and immediately
above the ledge is an oiling-tuba, l, depending
from the top of the head B, so that the oil is
Sure to be conveyed to the groove in said cam.
On the stand of the tension H, which is con
structed in any ordinary or suitable way, is a 95
check-tension composed of a headed pin, h, hav
ing the head cut away on one side, a spring,
h', surrounding said pin, and fitted in a recess
in the tension-stand, and a washer, h’, inter
posed between the said spring and the head of OO
pin h. This washer is slotted and bent, as
shown in Fig. 5, so as to have a tongue, h9.
The thread from the spool is passed behind
this tongue over the pin h, between the head
thereof and the washer h, and thence to the IOS

ision H, the take-up, and the eye of the nee

(le.

No attempt will be made to describe herein
the take-up, since it forms no part of the pres
ent invention, and is or may be formed by the
needle-bar and a co-operating device operated
by a pin on the needle-bar in the same manner
as in the Davis sewing-machine in common use.
The operation of the improved machine will
readily be understood. As the needle-bar de
scends it carries with it the helper or vertical
feed bar until the latter comes into contact with
the goods on the cloth-plate when the presser
foot is lifted. During the descent the hori
Zontal feed bar is held stationary by the dog
Q, which at that time has its upper end in con
tact with cam K. As the dog Q is released
the cam I acts upon the upper end of the dog

IO
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IP, forcing forward the lower end thereof, and

with it the horizontal feed bar and the verti I 25

cal feed and needle bars. By this movement
the springs U V are retracted and the upper
end of dog Q is moved toward the main shaft.

The distance which the vertical feed and nee

dle bars are advanced depends, of course, upon
the position of the roller p. The advance move
ment is completed after the needle-bar has com
menced to rise, but before it has left the cloth
The springs U V are mainly used to avoid plate. The presser-bar is then allowed to de
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scend, the vertical feed bar rises, and with the bar, of the feed dogs and calms, substantially

needle-bar is returned to its first position ready
The return movement is effected by the joint
action of the springs U V and the dog Q, or
by the springs only, if of sufficient strength;
but, in any case, the dog Q insures the return
of the parts and holds them rigidly in position
during the descent of the needle-bar.
The operation of the check-tension and the
manner of oiling the needle have been already
sufficiently described.
It is obvious that modifications may be made
in the construction of the machine without (le
parting from the spirit of this invention, and
that parts of the invention can be used with
out the others. For example, the springs UV
could be dispensed with, or the dog Q could
be omitted; but in the former case the parts
would be liable to rattle, and in the latter the
positive return of the feed and needle bars
would not be insured, nor would the horizontal
feed bar be held firmly in position during the
for another stitch.

O

as described.

4. The combination of the main shaft, turn
ing in bearings in the goose-neck, feed - cams
fixed thereon, vertical feeding devices, and
mechanism operated by said cams for advanc
ing said devices positively and for insuring the
return movement, also, by positive action, sub
stantially as described.
5. The combination of vertical feeding de
vices, the horizontal feed bar, the feed- dogs
and feed-cams, substantially as described.
6. The combination, with a feed-bar located
in the head of a vertical feed sewing-machine,
of the advancing feed dog, its cam, and the
movable fulcrum adjustable lengthwise of said
dog, substantially as described. S
7. The combination of the horizontal feed

bar, the return feed dog, its cam, and the ad
justable fulcrum for said dog, substantially as

described.
S. The combination of the horizontal feed

bar, return feed dog, its fulcrum, and the spring

descent of the needle bar.
arranged to hold it in contact with the fulcrum,
25 Other devices could be combined with the substantially as described.
horizontal feed bar to operate the same. The 9. The combination of the horizontal feed
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needle- bar could be made to reciprocate in bar, the feed-dogs, fulcrums for the dogs, feed
fixed bearings in the head of the machine, and calms, and Spring arranged to hold the advanc
cams and other devices be so arranged as to ing feed dog in contact with its fulcrum and
advance the feed-bars while the needle is out cam and the return feed dog in contact with
95
of the cloth. The advantages attending the its fulcrum, substantially as described.
needle-feed would, of course, be lost.
10. The needle-cam provided with a project
The horizontal feed bar and dogs and cams ing ledge, in combination with an oiling-tube,
could be used to impart lateral movement to arranged substantially as described.
the needle-bar pivoted on the face of a cam
11. The check-tension composed of the head IOC)
bar, and used alone or in combination with a ed pill, spring, and bent washer, provided with
helper or vertical feed bar.
a slot and tongue, substantially as described.
Where the words “vertical feeding devices’ 12. The combination, with a feed - bar sup
are used in this specification they are intended ported in the head of a sewing-machine, of a
to include one or more such devices, as a nee feed-cam, a feed-dog, a slide carrying the full
dle-bar capable of lateral movement to effect crum for said dog, and a rack and pinion for
the feeding and a vertical feed bar, as well adjusting the position of the fulcrum, sub
when used separately as when combined so as stantially as described.
to co-operate with each other in feeding.
13. The combination of the needle-bar and
Having now fully described my said inven vertical feed or helper bar, both capable of IO
tion, and the manner in which the same is or movement laterally, and also in the direction
may be carried into effect, what I claim is of their length, the needle-cam fixed to the
1. In a vertical feed sewing - machine, the needle-bar, the presser-bar, and devices forim
combination of vertical feeding devices sup parting motion to the vertical feed and presser
ported at the top in fixed guides, a horizontal bars from said needle-bar, substantially as de 115
feed bar connected with said devices below, a scribed.
shaft turning in bearings in the goose-neck, 14. The combination of the needle-bar and
and mechanism for imparting from said shaft vertical feed or helper bar, means for raising
vertical motion to said feeding devices and the same, the horizontal feed bar, the feed
horizontal motion to said feed bar, and through dogs, the fulcrums for said dogs, means for ad
it lateral movement to the vertical feeding de justing the fulcrum of the advancing feed dog
vices aforesaid, substantially as described.
lengthwise of said dog, the springs, and the
2. The combination of the horizontal feed feed-cams, substantially as described.
bar with vertical feeding devices, supported In testimony whereof I have signed this
at the upper ends in fixed guides and at the specification in the presence of two subscrib
lower ends held between rollers carried by the ing Witnesses,
THOMAS CAREY,
horizontal feed bar, so that the latter imparts
its full movement to the said feeding devices, Witnesses:
substantially as described.
LEVI. A. JOHNSON,

3. The combination, with the horizontal feed

JAMES C. BURT,

